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Abstract—Dynamic spectrum auctions have been considered
a promising approach to effectively re-distribute spectrum
resources in the secondary spectrum market. However, the
existing spectrum auctions are limited to allocating spectrum
in units of channels. Recently software defined radio technologies make exciting progress in operating radios with variable
bandwidths. They push the need for designing more flexible
spectrum auction frameworks that allow to allocate spectrum
with variable bandwidth to the secondary user. In this paper,
we design truthful spectrum auction frameworks in which
secondary users can bid for, and then be actually allocated
spectra with variable bandwidths. We first present a truthful
framework for auctions of variable-bandwidth spectra in
single collision domains, which can achieve system efficiency.
Then, we propose a similar framework for multiple collision
domains and rigorously show that it is also truthful. Results of
extensive evaluations demonstrate that both of our spectrum
auction frameworks for variable bandwidth are effective.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the fast-growing popularity of wireless network
technologies, the wireless spectrum is becoming increasingly crowded. At the same time, measurements show that
the spectrum allocated through static auctions is under
utilized [20]. In order to utilize wireless spectrum more
efficiently, recently a lot of attention has been given to
building a secondary spectrum market, in which primary
spectrum users can dynamically sell available channels to
secondary users, through real-time auctions. Some spectrum
auction frameworks have been proposed, with the goals of
truthfulness, system efficiency, maximum revenue and/or
fairness (e.g., [32], [14], [10]).
Dynamic spectrum auctions are effective in re-allocating
spectrum resources and providing incentives for primary
users to re-distribute their spectrum. However, we notice
that the existing auction frameworks have the following
limitation: In existing auction frameworks, available spectrum can only be auctioned in units of channels, i.e.,
each secondary user bids for one or multiple channels and
the payments due are calculated based on the allocated
channels. In contrast, recently advanced software defined
radio technologies push the need for more flexible spectrum auction frameworks that allow to allocate spectra
with variable bandwidths to secondary users. Specifically,
these technologies enable the communication devices to
operate with variable bandwidths, e.g., the 802.22 draft
already includes the support for variable bandwidth [2].
Moreover, recent studies (e.g., [31], [3]) have focused on

building wireless networks in which the channel bandwidth
can be adaptively changed. All the exciting progress in
operating radios in variable bandwidths becomes an outcry
for spectrum auction frameworks that allow primary users
to allocate spectra in variable bandwidths, not just channels
with a fixed bandwidth.
To the best of our knowledge, no existing work has
studied variable-bandwidth spectrum auctions. In this paper,
we aim to design a truthful auction framework that supports
allocating variable bandwidths of spectra. Moreover, since
system efficiency is a natural requirement when considering
a spectrum auction, we also require our auction framework
to be system efficient. Here system efficiency means that
the system-wide total valuation should be maximized (see
Section II for the precise definition).
The major challenges in designing such auction frameworks come from the nature of variable bandwidth. First,
bidding for variable bandwidths makes it more complicated
to describe a secondary user’s demand for, and valuation of,
the spectrum. Second, when allocating variable-bandwidth
spectrum, we need to be more careful in order to avoid
interference. Different from the channel allocation, where
interference happens only when neighbors are assigned
to exactly the same channel, in the variable-bandwidth
spectrum allocation, interference exits as long as the overlap
of neighbors’ assigned spectra is not zero. Third, in order to
guarantee truthfulness, it is more challenging to determine
the amount of charge for a variable bandwidth spectrum
than for a channel with a fixed bandwidth.
In addition to the above challenges, there is another factor
that contributes to the hardness of the problem we try to
solve: In this paper, we allow each secondary user to have
multiple devices located at different positions. To bid for
spectrum, each secondary user submits his valuation of
spectrum for each device he owns. This further complicates
the spectrum auction problem, because a secondary user
can cheat in his claim of valuation on one device, which
may benefit his other devices, so that he can obtain higher
overall utilities. We will show how to tackle this difficulty
in Section IV.
In order to support variable bandwidth spectrum auctions,
we need to enable secondary users to submit their valuations
for each possible bandwidth of spectrum on each device.
So, unlike existing dynamic spectrum auction frameworks,
our frameworks use a valuation function to describe each
secondary user’s valuation of all possible allocations of
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spectrum on each device. Hence, in an auction, each secondary user submits a set of valuation functions, not a set of
numbers, to the primary user, as his bid. Valuation functions
promise a more flexible form of bidding, by which variable
bandwidth of spectrum can be auctioned.
Our main results in this paper are two spectrum auction
frameworks for allocating variable bandwidths of spectra, in
different settings. Our first framework, called VSA-S, is for
Variable bandwidth Spectrum Auction in Single collision
domains. We rigorously show that VSA-S is truthful. In
addition, we show that VSA-S is system efficient. Our second framework, called VSA-M, is for Variable bandwidth
Spectrum Auction in Multiple collision domains. We show
that it is truthful just like VSA-S.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We are the first to study spectrum auctions for allocating variable bandwidth spectrum to secondary users.
• For variable bandwidth spectrum auction in single
collision domains, we present an auction framework
VSA-S. We rigorously show that VSA-S is truthful
and system efficient.
• For variable bandwidth spectrum auction in multiple
collision domains, we present a framework VSA-M
that can be shown to be truthful.
• We have done extensive experiments to evaluate our
spectrum auction frameworks and the results demonstrate that they have good performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the technical preliminaries. In Sections III, we propose VSA-S and in Section IV we propose
VSA-M. Section V is dedicated to evaluation results. Finally, we briefly review related literature in Section VI and
then conclude in Section VII.
II. T ECHNICAL P RELIMINARIES
We consider spectrum auctions in which a primary user
sells spectra with variable bandwidths to K secondary
users. Suppose that each secondary user i has Di devices
that need to use a bandwidth of spectrum. We use an interference graph to model the interference among the devices.
If and only if two devices are within the interference range
of each other, they become neighbors (i.e., connected by
an edge) in the interference graph. (Throughout the paper,
we use “neighbor” to refer to a neighbor in the interference
graph.)
Assume that the information about available spectrum
is stored in an occupancy database as required by FCC [1]
and it changes slowly over time.1 Suppose that the frequency
spectrum held by the primary user available for auction is
(fl , fh ), where fh − fl = W . Unlike the previous works
where secondary users submit numbers to represent their
valuations in order to bid for channels, in our auctions
each secondary user i submits a valuation function set Vi
to the primary user. In particular, for each of his device
1 The technologies of detecting primary users and accessing the spectrum
over small timescales have been proposed by some existing works, e.g.,
[19].

d, i submits a valuation function vi,d (). The input of this
valuation function is the bandwidth that is available to
the device (i, d). The output of this valuation function is
the secondary user i’s valuation on device d of using this
assigned bandwidth. Intuitively, vi,d () represents the i’s
satisfaction levels on device d of using different bandwidths
of spectra. We adopt the standard assumption from the
literature of economics [17] that every valuation function
vi,d () is strictly increasing and quasi-concave.
Upon receiving the valuation functions from the secondary users, the primary user first assigns spectrum with
variable bandwidth to each winning device according to the
valuation functions, and then computes the corresponding
prices for using the spectra charged to the secondary users.
Denote by wi,d the bandwidth of spectrum that is allocated
to device (i, d) in the auction.

A. Truthfulness
In the spectrum auction, the utility for each secondary
user i is decided by the profile of valuation function sets of
all secondary users. We denote this profile by V. Formally,
we have:
ui (V) =

P

1≤d≤Di

vi,d (wi,d ) − pi ,

(1)

Intuitively, this means that the utility of secondary user i
is equal to i’s total valuation of the spectra assigned to his
devices minus the payment he needs to make for his use of
spectra.
Given this game theoretic model, a spectrum auction in
our scenario is truthful if and only if it is a dominant
strategy equilibrium (DSE) [24] for all secondary users
to submit their true valuation functions. Intuitively, a DSE
guarantees that every player of the game has incentives to
play the strategies specified by the DSE regardless of other
players’ behavior.
Definition 1. A spectrum auction is said to be truthful if it is
a DSE for all secondary users to submit their true valuation
function sets, i.e., for any secondary user i, assuming ViT ()
is the true valuation function set of secondary user i, for
any valuation function set ViA () submitted by secondary
user i, for any profile V−i of valuation functions submitted
by all secondary users other than i,
ui (ViT (), V−i ) ≥ ui (ViA (), V−i ).
Another goal of our design is to achieve system efficiency
for the spectrum allocation. System efficiency is defined as
follows.
Definition 2. A spectrum auction is system efficient if
the spectrum allocation achieves the maximum system-wide
total utility, i.e.,
XX
(w1,1 , · · · , wi,d , · · · ) = arg maxwi,d
vi,d (wi,d ).
i

d
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III. AUCTION F RAMEWORK FOR S INGLE C OLLISION
D OMAIN
In this section, we design and analyze a variable bandwidth spectrum auction framework, VSA-S, for the situation in which all devices are in a single collision domain.
The design goal is to achieve the maximum system-wide
total valuation and to guarantee truthfulness as well. Although the major contribution of this paper is the design
of the spectrum auction framework for multiple-collision
domains, thoroughly studying a simpler case allows us to
better understand the nature of spectrum auction for variable
bandwidth, and develop the key technique also used in
multiple collision domains.
A. Design of Auction Framework
Now we first formalize the spectrum allocation problem
in a single collision domain. Suppose that after the auction,
each device (i, d) has been assigned a bandwidth wi,d of
spectrum. Since all devices are in a same
domain,
P collision
P
to avoid interference, we must have
w
i
d i,d = W .
To maximize the system-wide total valuation, the spectrum
allocation problem becomes the optimization problem
XX
Maximize
vi,d (wi,d )
i

Subject to:

XX
i

d

d

wi,d = W, and wi,d ≥ 0, ∀i, ∀d.

One straightforward solution is to use the method of
Lagrange multipliers [4] to find the maximum total valuation and the bandwidth of spectrum that each device
should be allocated. In the payment step, for each winning
device, the price of the bandwidth can be calculated in the
fashion similar to the well-known VCG mechanism[27]. In
particular, after temporarily removing the winning device
(i, d), the above spectrum allocation algorithm is executed
again without (i, d). Then the price for (i, d) is calculated
as the sum of the valuation increases of all other devices.
However, when the number of devices is large, to find
the maximum total valuation and compute the payments
will take a very long time, which is not desirable for realtime spectrum auctions. To remedy this problem, we design
a method to enable allocating the spectrum with maximum
total valuation with low computation cost and computing
the payments for all devices in one round. In particular,
we discretize the spectrum into slices. Assume that there
is a constant ǫ such that all assigned bandwidths must be
multiples of ǫ.2 Hence, we assign the bandwidth W in
slices of size ǫ. We also discretize each submitted valuation
function vi,d () to obtain a sequence of valuations: bi,d,1 ,
bi,d,2 ,. . . , bi,d,W/ǫ , where
bi,d,j = vi,d (jǫ) − vi,d ((j − 1)ǫ).
Intuitively, each bi,d,j is a valuation of one slice of bandwidth of size ǫ. To be more precise, bi,d,j is secondary user
2 Since the precision of involved computing is limited, there must be
such a small constant ǫ.

i’s valuation of the jth such slice assigned to his device d.
Note that, because vi,d () is strictly increasing and quasiconcave, we have
0 < bi,d,1 ≤ bi,d,2 ≤ . . . ≤ bi,d,W/ǫ .
Suppose there are N slices available to be assigned.
Now the problem becomes a multi-unit auction of spectrum
slices. We adopt the well-known multi-unit VCG auction
mechanism to achieve system efficiency and truthfulness.
The key ideas of multi-unit VCG are greedy spectrum
allocation and opportunity-cost-based payment. In particular, we rank all valuations of spectrum slices (from all
secondary users) and pick the N largest. Our algorithm
assigns the N spectrum slices corresponding to N highest
slice valuations. A winning secondary user i is charged the
total valuation of all the newly assigned slices that replace
the slices originally assigned to i’s devices, when the system
is without i.
Using the ideas above, we design VSA-S, the details of
which are shown in Algorithm 1.
In VSA-S, B ′ (1) denotes the 1st element of a sequence
′
B . Similar notations are used throughout this paper. Note
that when we write the details of VSA-S, each element
of B should not only be a valuation bi,d,j ; it should also
contain the corresponding index (i, d, j). Since the elements
of B ′ , A, P, Pi all originate from B, they should similarly
contain the indices.
Algorithm 1 VSA-S: Variable bandwidth spectrum auction
framework for single collision domain
1: INPUT: Available spectrum (fl , fh ); valuation function set

Vi from each secondary user i, and a small number ǫ.
2: OUTPUT: Allocated spectrum for device d of each secondary

user i: (Li,d , Hi,d ), and price pi for each i.
N = Wǫ .
for each secondary user i do
pi = 0.
for each device d do
for each slice j s.t. 1 ≤ j ≤ N do
(Li,d , Hi,d ) = (0, 0).
bi,d,j = vi,d (jǫ) − vi,d ((j − 1)ǫ).
end for
end for
end for
Compose a sequence B, using bi,d,j for all i, d, j.
B ′ = sort(B). //ordering from largest to smallest.
A = (B ′ (1), B ′ (2), · · · , B ′ (N )).
P = (B ′ (N + 1), B ′ (N + 2), · · · , B ′ (2N )).
for each i do, Pi = {bi′ ,d,q |bi′ ,d,q ∈ P and i′ 6= i} end for.
s = fl .
for each i do
ni = |{bi,d,q |∀d, ∀q, s.t.bi,d,q ∈ A}|.
if ni > 0 then
for each d do
ni,d = |{bi,d,q |∀q, s.t.bi,d,q ∈ A}|
wi,d = ni,d · ǫ.
(Li,d , Hi,d ) = (s, s + ni,d · ǫ)
s = s + ni,d · ǫ.
end for
end ifP
i
pi = m=n
m=1 Pi (m).
30: end for
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
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B. Analysis of Framework
Now we formally analyze SAS. We first prove the
truthfulness of SAS. Then, we prove its optimality.

PDi PnA
i,d
T
A
On the other hand, d=1
m=1 bi,d,m is the sum of ni
T
elements of B ′ i . Let MA be the set of indices for these
elements. Then, we have |MA | = nA
i and that
A

Di nP
i,d
P

Theorem 3. In single collision domain, SAS is truthful.
Proof: Consider an arbitrary agent i. Given V−i , the
profile of valuation function sets submitted by all entities
other than i, consider two possible strategies of agent i:
The first strategy is that agent i submits its true valuation
function set ViT , while the second is that agent i submits
an arbitrary valuation function set ViA . Clearly, these two
strategies may lead to different values of variables in our
SAS mechanism, and thus different payoffs of agent i. For
convenience, we use superscript T to denote the value of a
variable when ViT is submitted, e.g., nTi is the value of ni
when ViT is submitted; correspondingly, we use superscript
A to denote the value of a variable when ViA is submitted,
A
e.g., nA
is submitted. Those
i is value of ni when Ve
values that are not affected by agent i’s submitted valuation
function set remain without either superscript, e.g., bi′ ,d,j
for i′ 6= i. It is easy to get that

=
=

ui (ViT , V−i )
Di
P
T
T
vi,d
(wi,d
)
d=1
Di
P

d=1

=

Di P
P

T

m=1

PiT (m)
T

T
T
(vi,d
(mǫ) − vi,d
((m − 1)ǫ)) −

T

=

d=1 m=1

bTi,d,m

−

T
n
i
P

m=1

ni
P

m=1

PeT (m)

PiA (m) =

m=1

=

d=1 m=1

bTi,d,m −

A
n
i
P

m=1

=(

d=1 m=1

−(

T
n
i
P

m=1

−

d=1 m=1

PiT (m) −

A
n
i
P

m=1

T

B ′ i (m) −
N
P

d=1 m=1

=

T
n
i
P

m=1

m∈MA

T

B ′ i (m))

′
B−i
(m) −

N
P

m=N −nA
i +1

′
B−i
(m))

We distinguish two cases:
Case A: nTi ≥ nA
i .
ui (ViT , V−i ) − ui (ViA , V−i )
A
n
i
P

T

B ′ i (m) −
T

ni
P

P

T

m∈MA

B ′ i (m))

T

B ′ i (m) −
T

NP
−nA
i

m=N −nT
i +1

′
B−i
(m)

T

T

T

B ′ i (nTi ) ≥ B ′ (N ).

bTi,d,m )

This implies that B ′ −i has N − nTi elements in the top N
T
elements of B ′ . Hence,

PiA (m)).

T

T

bTi,d,m

P

T

A

T

(5)

The inequality above is due to the fact that B ′ i and B ′ −i
are both sorted from the largest to the smallest. From SAS,
T
we can see that B ′ i has nTi elements in AT , i.e., in the
T
top N elements of B ′ . Hence,

Let B ′ i (resp., B ′ i ) be the subsequence of B ′ (resp.,
A
B ′ ) that consists of all elements bi,d,j for all d and all j.
By our SAS mechanism, clearly we have that
Di nP
i,d
P

′
B−i
(m).

m=N −nA
i +1

T

A

Di nP
i,d
P

N
P

′
T
′
T
= (nTi − nA
i )(B i (ni ) − B −i (N − ni + 1))

ui (ViT , V−i ) − ui (ViA , V−i )
bTi,d,m

(4)

′
T
− (nTi − nA
i )B −i (N − ni + 1)

PiA (m)

T

′
B−i
(m);

m=N −nT
i +1

′
T
≥ 0 + (nTi − nA
i )B i (ni )

Hence,

Di nP
i,d
P

N
P

T

ni
P

m=1

T
A
vi,d
(wi,d
) − pA
i = ...

d=1

A

Di nP
i,d
P

Di
P

(3)

ui (ViT , V−i ) − ui (ViA , V−i )

m=nA
i +1

ui (ViA , V−i )

B ′ i (m).

Combining (2)(3)(4)(5), we get that

=(

PiT (m)

Similarly,

T

A
n
i
P

m=1

+

=

PiT (m) =

m=N −nT
i +1

d=1 m=1
Di nP
i,d
P

ni
P

−(

ni
P

m∈MA

T

m=1

− pTi

T

P

′
Now let B−i
be the sequence we obtain by removing all
T
T
elements of B ′ i from B ′ . Note that when we remove all
′A
′A
′
elements of B i from B , we get the same sequence B−i
.
It is not hard to see

=(

T
vi,d
(nTi,d · ǫ) −
nT
i,d

d=1 m=1

bTi,d,m =

T

B ′ i (m).

(2)

B ′ −i (N − nTi + 1) ≤ B ′ (N ).
Combining all the above three inequalities, we get that
ui (ViT , V−i ) − ui (ViA , V−i ) ≥ 0.
Case B: nTi < nA
i . We partition MA into two subsets
T
MA,1 (|MA,1 | = nTi ) and MA,2 (|MA,2 | = nA
i − ni ), such
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that the elements with indices in MA,1 are the largest nTi
elements with indices in MA .
ui (ViT , V−i ) − ui (ViA , V−i )
=(

nT
i
P

m=1

−

T

B ′ i (m) −
P

m∈MA,2

≥ 0−

m∈MA,1

m∈MA,2

i

B ′ i (m))
NP
−nT
i

+

m=N −nA
i +1

T

P

P
vi (wi ) − vi (wi′ )
i
i
P
P
′
=
(
(vi,d (wi ) − vi,d (wi,d
))

T

P

B ′ Ti (m)

that
P

+

P

′
(vi,d (wi ) − vi,d (wi,d
))

P

′
(vi,d (wi,d ) − vi,d (wi,d
)))

1≤d≤Di
′ <w
wi,d
i,d

′
B−i
(m)

+

T
′
A
B ′ i (m) + (nA
i − ni )B −i (N − ni + 1)

1≤d≤Di
′ >w
wi,d
i,d

P

=

i

P

=

i

1≤d≤Di
′ <w
wi,d
i,d

P

(

(vi,d (ni,d · ǫ) − vi,d (n′i,d · ǫ)))

(vi,d (ni,d · ǫ) − vi,d (n′i,d · ǫ))

P

1≤d≤Di
n′i,d <ni,d

n′i,d

nP
i,d

m=n′i,d +1

P

bi,d,m −

1≤d≤Di
n′i,d >ni,d

P

bi,d,m )

m=ni,d +1

It is also clear that,

i

≤ B (N ).

P

1≤d≤Di
′ >w
wi,d
i,d

P

′T

(

+

T

Again, the inequality above is due to the fact that B ′ i and
T
B ′ −i are both sorted from the largest to the smallest. Recall
that B ′ Ti has nTi elements in the top N elements of B ′ T .
T
Hence, {B ′ i (m)|m ∈ MA } has at most nTi elements in
T
T
the top N elements of B ′ . Consequently, {B ′ i (m)|m ∈
T
MA,2 } has no element in the top N elements of B ′ , which
implies that, for all m ∈ MA,2 ,
T
B ′ i (m)

1≤d≤Di

′ =w
wi,d
i,d

P

1≤d≤Di
n′i,d <ni,d

nP
i,d

n′i,d

′

B (N ) =

m=n′i,d +1

P
i

P

1≤d≤Di
n′i,d >ni,d

P

B ′ (N )

m=ni,d +1

(6)
′

From SAS, we can see that

nTi

On the other hand, similar to Case A, B −i has N −
T
elements in the top N elements of B ′ . Since N −nA
i +1 <
T
N − ni + 1,

P
i

P

1≤d≤Di

n′i,d <ni,d

nP
i,d

m=n′i,d +1

bi,d,m ≥

P
i

P

1≤d≤Di

n′i,d <ni,d

nP
i,d

B ′ (N ),

m=n′i,d +1

(7)
B

′

−i (N

−

nA
i

′T

and that

+ 1) ≥ B (N ).

Combining all the above three inequalities, we get that

n′i,d

P
i

P

1≤d≤Di
n′i,d >ni,d

n′i,d

P

m=ni,d +1

bi,d,m ≤

P
i

P

1≤d≤Di
n′i,d >ni,d

P

B ′ (N ).

m=ni,d +1

(8)
ui (ViT , V−i )

−

ui (ViA , V−i )

≥ 0.

From equations (6) (7) and (8), we can obtain that
Di
PP

vi,d (wi,d ) −

P

P

i d=1

To summarize, for both Case A and Case B we have
shown that
ui (ViT , V−i ) ≥ ui (ViA , V−i ).
Hence, all entities submitting true valuation function sets is
a DSE, which means SAS is truthful.
Theorem 4. (Optimality) In single collision domain, SAS
achieves optimality.
Proof: So we need to show that it maximizes the total
valuation.
Let Ψ = {wi,d |∀i, ∀d} be the spectrum assignment result
′
of SAS. Let Ψ′ = {wi,d
|∀i, ∀d} be the spectrum assignment
result of an arbitrary different mechanism. It is easy to get

=

i

(

1≤d≤Di
n′i,d <ni,d

nP
i,d

Di
PP

i d=1

′
vi,d (wi,d
)

bi,d,m

m=n′i,d +1
n′i,d

−

P

1≤d≤Di
n′i,d >ni,d

P

m=ni,d +1

bi,d,m ) ≥ 0.

Therefore, SAS achieves optimality.
IV. AUCTION F RAMEWORK FOR M ULTIPLE C OLLISION
D OMAINS
In the previous section, we have proposed a spectrum
auction framework for single collision domain that guarantees truthfulness and system efficiency. However, if we
consider multiple collision domains, the problem becomes
very challenging. In particular, given the valuation function
sets submitted by the secondary users, (even if they are
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all true), it is still very difficult to design a spectrum
allocation algorithm that maximizes the total valuation in
the system. Even one simplified version of our problem is
already NP-Hard: In fact, when we simplify our problem to
require that each device is allocated with a fixed bandwidth
of spectrum, rather than variable bandwidth, the spectrum
allocation problem in multiple collision domains becomes
equivalent to the well-studied graph coloring problem[31].
Therefore, designing a system efficient spectrum allocation
for variable bandwidths is NP-hard.
Given this fact of hardness, we have to weaken our
objective for multiple collision domains. We will focus
on designing a truthful and feasible spectrum auction
framework, which is also challenging. In Section IV-D we
will discuss in detail how to achieve approximate system
efficiency with our proposed spectrum auction framework.
A. Challenges in Design
Our goal is to design a truthful spectrum auction framework that allocates spectra with variable bandwidths to the
devices of secondary users without interference.
There are many challenges in designing such a spectrum
auction framework. The first challenge is that we need to
figure out how to charge the use of spectra with variable
bandwidths. In most existing works (e.g., [32], [10], [14])
one key idea for ensuring truthfulness is to charge a winning
secondary user a critical value of payment[22]. If a secondary user bids higher than his critical value, then he wins;
If a secondary user bids lower than his critical value then he
loses in the auction. For a secondary user, the existing works
use a neighbor bidder’s valuation on a channel as the critical
value, which satisfies certain conditions.The neighbor is
called critical neighbor or threshold neighbor[32], [10].
However, it is difficult to apply this idea directly to our
problem, because for each allocated variable-bandwidth
spectrum it is more complicated to find its corresponding
critical value. To tackle this difficulty, we continue to adopt
the idea used above of discretizing the spectrum into small
intervals, to facilitate the spectrum allocation and price
calculation.
Second, to avoid interference, most existing spectrum
auction systems assign channels to secondary users sequentially, to make sure that the already assigned channels do not
interfere with the allocation in the next steps. As a result,
to compute the price for each winning secondary user, it
needs to re-run the algorithm once. This is too expensive
to be feasible for our scenario, since ǫ is supposed to be
very small. In our design, instead of sequentially allocating
spectra, we simultaneously allocate spectra to all devices
and thus it only needs to run the algorithm once in total to
compute the prices for all the winning secondary users. At
the same time, we guarantee no interference in the system.
The third challenge comes from multiple devices that
each secondary user may have. Suppose that a secondary
user cheats in the valuation function on one of his devices.
Even though this particular device does not obtain more
spectrum by this cheating, it may still affect the spectrum

allocation for the other devices owned by the cheating
secondary user. The overall utility of the cheating secondary
user, calculated as the sum of spectrum valuations from all
his devices, may turn out higher eventually. This situation is
difficult to deal with in order to guarantee truthfulness. We
will show how we solve this problem later in this section.
B. Design of Auction Framework
Now we introduce our spectrum allocation algorithm,
which consists of two steps. As the first step of our
algorithm, to enable simultaneous allocation, we divide the
spectrum (fl , fh ) into ∆ intervals, and assign the center
frequency of each device to one of the interval centers. We
will discuss the range of parameter ∆ and its relationship
with system efficiency in Section IV-D. Neighbor devices in
the interference graph are not assigned in the same intervals,
and the devices belonging to the same secondary user are
not assigned in adjacent spectrum intervals (in order to
prevent secondary users from cheating by manipulating
valuation of multiple adjacent devices). In our allocation
algorithm, the spectrum of each device can grow from its
center frequency to gradually farther spectrum slices, but
not beyond the center frequency in the adjacent intervals.
In this way, each device is competing for spectrum with the
devices in the adjacent spectrum intervals. Consequently, its
critical neighbor can be fixed by one run of the allocation
algorithm.
As the second step of our algorithm, we assign spectrum
slices to devices in a greedy fashion. In particular, VSA-M
“grows” each device’s spectrum following the rules below:
(1) No Overlaps. The growth of a device’s spectrum must
start from the spectrum slices closest to its center frequency
and gradually go to farther spectrum slices, but not beyond
the center frequency in the adjacent intervals. Once VSAM decides not to assign a symmetric pair to the device, the
growth must terminate.
(2) Symmetric Allocation. The spectrum of a device grows
in symmetric pairs of spectrum slices. Specifically, suppose
that, in the first step, VSA-M has assigned the center
frequency of device (i, d) as CFi,d . Then, in the second
step, after assigning symmetric pairs of spectrum slices
to this device, the device’s spectrum can only grow to
(CFi,d − nǫ, CFi,d + nǫ), where n ≥ 0 is an integer.
The fundamental reason of using symmetric allocation
is to guarantee truthfulness when secondary users have
multiple devices. Suppose that we allow devices to grow
spectrum in single slices. Without loss of generality, we
assume that starting from the center frequency, the spectrum slice on the left side is always first considered to
be assigned, and then the slice on the right side. A toy
example scenario is shown in Fig. (1). Suppose that in the
allocation algorithm, device (i1 , d1 ) is competing for slice
s1 with device (i2 , d2 ), and device (i1 , d3 ) is competing s2
with device (i2 , d2 ), where d1 and d3 are from the same
secondary user. If each secondary user bids truthfully, slice
s1 will be assigned to device (i1 , d1 ) and s2 to (i2 , d2 ).
Nevertheless, i1 can submit a lower valuation on slice s1 ,
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s1

Symmetric pair P1

(i1 , d1 )

(i1 , d1 )

3ǫ

3ǫ

s2
Symmetric pair P2

(i2 , d2 )

5ǫ

(i2 , d2 )

5ǫ

(i1 , d3 )
Already assigned spectrum
Already assigned spectrum
Fig. 1.

Example for the necessity of symmetric allocation.

so that device (i2 , d2 ) will win s1 , and then the price for
slice s2 (valuation of i2 on s2 ) becomes lower for i1 . In
this way, secondary user i1 manipulates the price for s2 by
changing his valuation functions. Due to characterization of
truthful auctions [22], we can see that this is not truthful.
Therefore, we use the symmetric spectrum allocation, i.e.,
growth of spectrum in slice pairs, to prevent the secondary
users from cheating.
(3) Greedy Assignment. A symmetric pair is assigned to a
device only if the device’s valuation of this pair of spectrum
slices is the highest among all its neighbors’ valuations of
the conflicting pairs. Here a conflicting pair is a symmetric
pair of spectrum slices for a neighbor (not for this device)
that overlaps with this symmetric pair.
In Figure 2, we illustrate the rule (3) using an example. Here secondary user i1 ’s device d1 and i2 ’s device d2 are adjacent. For spectrum symmetric slice pair
P1 , P2 is the only conflicting pair. i1 ’s valuation on
P1 is ve1 ,d1 (8ǫ) − ve1 ,d1 (6ǫ) and i2 ’s valuation on P2
is ve2 ,d2 (12ǫ) − ve2 ,d2 (10ǫ). If ve1 ,d1 (8ǫ) − ve1 ,d1 (6ǫ) >
ve2 ,d2 (12ǫ) − ve2 ,d2 (10ǫ), then P1 is assigned to (v1 , d1 ).
Once the growths of all devices’ spectra are completed,
VSA-M calculates the payment each secondary user needs
to make for his use of spectra: This payment is equal to
the sum of payments the secondary user needs to make
for each symmetric pair of spectrum slices assigned to
each of his devices. For each pair assigned to a device,
the amount of payment due is determined by the device’s
neighbors belonging to other secondary users. We consider
the valuations of conflicting pairs from such neighbors and
use the highest such valuation as the payment.
In the example illustrated in Figure 2, assume that d2 is
the only neighbor of d1 and that e1 6= e2 . Then the payment
due for usage of P1 is the valuation of P2 : ve2 ,d2 (Bℓ +
12ǫ) − ve2 ,d2 (Bℓ + 10ǫ).
The entire VSA-M framework is shown in Algorithm 2.

Fig. 2.

Example for the 3rd restriction.

Theorem 5. In multiple collision domains, VSA-M is truthful.
Proof: Consider an arbitrary entity i. Given V−i , the
profile of valuation function sets submitted by all secondary
users other than i, consider two possible strategies of i,
i.e., submitting his true valuation function set ViT and
submitting an arbitrary valuation function set ViA . Notations
such as ViT , nTi , ViA and nA
i are defined similarly to in the
proof of Theorem 3. (Recall that subscript T means the
value is for the scenario that i submits ViT and subscript
A means the value is for the scenario that i submits ViA .)
Those values that are not affected by i’s submitted valuation
function set remain without either superscript, e.g., bi′ ,d,j
for i′ 6= i.
We can easily get that

=

ui (ViT , V−i )
Di
P
T
T
vi,d
(wi,d
) − pTi
d=1

=

Di
P

d=1

=

T
vi,d
(nTi,d

· ǫ) −

d=1 m=1

T

Di nP
i,d
P

T
(vi,d
(mǫ)
d=1 m=1
T

=

T

Di nP
i,d
P

−

We have the following theorems regarding the truthfulness of VSA-M.

pTi,d,m

T
vi,d
((m

T

− 1)ǫ)) −

d=1 m=1

Di nP
i,d
P

d=1 m=1

Di nP
i,d
P

d=1 m=1

T

bTi,d,m −

pTi,d,m

pTi,d,m .

Similarly, we can obtain that
A

ui (ViA , V−i )

=

Di nP
i,d
P

d=1 m=1

A

bTi,d,m

−

Di nP
i,d
P

d=1 m=1

pA
i,d,m .

Hence,
ui (ViT , V−i ) − ui (ViA , V−i )
T

C. Analysis of Auction Framework

Di nP
i,d
P

=

A

T

m=1

m=1

ni,d
ni,d
Di nP
i,d
P
P T
P T
(
bTi,d,m −
bi,d,m − (
pi,d,m

d=1 m=1
nA
i,d

−

P

m=1

pA
i,d,m ))
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Algorithm 2 VSA-M: Truthful variable bandwidth spectrum auction framework for multiple collision domains
1: INPUT: Available Space (fl , fh ); valuation function set Vi

from each secondary user i; the set of neighbors of (i, d):
Neighbr(e, d); ǫ, ∆.
2: OUTPUT: Allocated spectrum for each device d of each
secondary user i: (Li,d , Hi,d ), and price pi for each i.
3: s = W
.N= W
.
∆
2ǫ
4: for each device (i, d) do
5:
for each integer x s.t., 1 ≤ x ≤ ∆ do
6:
if ∀(i′ , d′ ) ∈ Neighbr(i, d), fl + (x −
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

1
)
2

· s 6= CFi′ ,d′
and ∀d′′ 6= d, s.t., |fl + (x − 12 ) · s − CFi,d′′ | 6= s then
CFi,d = fl + (x − 12 ) · s.
Break.
end if
end for
for each integer j s.t. 1 ≤ j ≤ N do
bi,d,j = vi,d (2 · jǫ) − vi,d (2 · (j − 1)ǫ).
end for
end for
for each device (i, d) do
for (t = 1; t ≤ sǫ ; t + +) do
e′ 6=e

max

if bi,d,t >

s −t+1)
bi′ ,d′ ,( 2ǫ

(i′ ,d′ )∈Neighbr(i,d)

The inequality above is due to the fact that, for any m ≤
nTi,d , we must have bTi,d,m ≥ pTi,d,m .
Case B. nTi,d < nA
i,d .
ui (ViT , V−i ) − ui (ViA , V−i )
=

=

Di
P

nA
i,d

P

(−

d=1

m=nT
i,d +1

Di
P

nA
i,d

P

(

d=1 m=nT
i,d +1

≥

bTi,d,m

+

nA
i,d

P

m=nT
i,d +1

max

(e′ ,d′ )∈Neighbr(e,d)

pA
i,d,m )

be′ ,d′ ,( s−Bℓ −m+1)
2ǫ

&|CFi,d −CFe′ ,d′ |=s

−bTi,d,m )
0.

This inequality holds because ∀m s.t., m > nTi,d ,
bTi,d,m ≤

max

(e′ ,d′ )∈Neighbr(e,d)

be′ ,d′ ,( s−Bℓ −m+1) .
2ǫ

&|CFi,d −CFe′ ,d′ |=s

Therefore, it is a DSE for all secondary users to submit
their true valuation function sets.

&|CFi,d −CFi′ ,d′ |=s

18:

then pi,d,t =

i′ 6=i

max

(i′ ,d′ )∈Neighbr(i,d)
&|CFi,d −CFi′ ,d′ |=s

s −t+1) .
be′ ,d′ ,( 2ǫ

19:
else Break.
20:
end if
21:
end for
22:
ni,d = t − 1.
23:
Li,d = CFi,d − ni,d ǫ; Hi,d = CFi,d + ni,d ǫ.
24: end for
25: for eachP
secondary
Pni,duser i do
i
26:
pi = D
m=1 pi,d,m .
d=1
27: end for

Our algorithm states that each
e′ 6=e

pi,d,m =

max

(e′ ,d′ )∈Neighbr(e,d)

be′ ,d′ ,( s−Bℓ −m+1) .
2ǫ

&|CFi,d −CFe′ ,d′ |=s
ℓ
Since for each m, , s−B
2ǫ − m + 1 is a fixed number and
not affected by i’s submitted valuation function set, pi,d,m
remains the same regardless of whether i submits ViT or
ViA .
Then ∀m s.t. 1 ≤ m ≤ min(nTi,d , nA
i,d ) we have

pTi,d,m = pA
i,d,m

. We distinguish two cases.
Case A. nTi,d ≥ nA
i,d .

ui (ViT , V−i ) − ui (ViA , V−i )

=

nT
i,d

Di
P

(

Di
P

(

P

d=1 m=nA
i,d +1

=

nT
i,d

P

0

nT
i,d

P

m=nA
i,d +1

(bTi,d,m − pTi,d,m ))

d=1 m=nA
i,d +1

≥

bTi,d,m −

pTi,d,m )

D. System Efficiency in Multiple Collision Domains
As we have mentioned, maximizing the total valuations
in the system is NP-Hard. In our auction framework, the
system efficiency depends heavily on the first step of the
spectrum allocation, i.e., how to assign frequency centers
to ∆ different spectrum intervals. Intuitively, when ∆ is
smaller (i.e., each spectrum interval is larger), each device
is more likely to obtain more spectrum in the allocation.
However, ∆ cannot be too small. In order to make sure that
each devices can be assigned a center frequency without
interference and that secondary users cannot benefit from
cheating on the adjacent devices’ valuations, ∆ must satisfy
′
the condition that ∆ > max(Dmax , 2Dmax
− 1), where
Dmax is the maximum degree among all nodes in the
′
interference graph and Dmax
is an highest number of
a node’s neighbors from the same secondary user. Since
Dmax + 1 is the lower bound of coloring index in a graph,
it is easy to see that ∆ > Dmax is a necessary condition to
guarantee that each device is assigned a center frequency.
Note that even if each device has been assigned a center
frequency, some devices may still lose the auction and no
bandwidth is allocated to them.
Given the condition on ∆, we can extend the first step
in our auction frame to increase the total valuation in
the system. In particular, we can apply the approximate
maximal independent set algorithm [25] to partition the
devices into several independent sets, under the condition
on ∆.3 The devices in the same independent set are assigned
to the same spectrum interval. In this way, an approximately
maximum number of devices can share the same spectrum
without interference, which increases the system efficiency.
3 Note that the approximate maximal independent set algorithm needs
to be applied once throughout the entire life of the system, as long as the
interference graph does not change.
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A. Experiments Setup
The experiments are performed using GloMoSim [18]
on a laptop with 2.0GHz Centrino CPU and 1.96GB RAM.
We modify GloMoSim to enable the use of variable spectra
bandwidths, by setting the MAC layer parameters described
in [5].
Unless specified otherwise, we assume that 3 secondary
users, each of whom has 2 devices, are randomly located
in an area of 300 × 300 m2 (for single collision domain
experiments), or 600 × 600 m2 (for multiple collision
domains experiments). The transmission power of each
device is 16dBm. The path loss is set to free space. In all
experiments except those in Section V-C, we assume that
the available band is 48MHz in DTV whitespace (644MHz692MHz). All traffic is single hop UDP flows that are
always backlogged. We set the packet size to 1500 Bytes.
In our experiments, we assume each valuation function
is in one of the following two forms:

βi,d log(1 + γi,d · wi,d ) if wi,d < 1/γi,d
vi,d (wi,d ) =
βi,d log 2
if wi,d ≥ 1/γi,d .
(9)

√
βi,d γi,d√· wi,d , if wi,d < 1/γi,d
vi,d (wi,d ) =
βi,d 2
if wi,d ≥ 1/γi,d .
(10)
The difference in devices’ valuation functions is reflected
in the difference in the values of βi,d and γi,d . When
secondary users submit their valuation function sets, they
may cheat by changing their values of βi,d and γi,d . When
a secondary user is truthful, it should use the true values
⋆
⋆
of βi,d and γi,d , denoted by βi,d
and γi,d
. We assume
⋆
γi,d = 1/(ni,d ∗ 1M ).In experiments, we randomly set each
ni,d as an integer in [1, 20]. We set ǫ = 1MHz.
B. Truthfulness and utilities
In this set of experiments, we study the truthfulness of
our spectrum auction frameworks. In particular, we evaluate
how the cheating behavior of secondary users in bidding

Utilities in VSA-S We perform the above experiments on
VSA-S, with 1000 runs using valuation functions in the
form of (9) and another 1000 runs using valuation functions
in the form of (10). We show the cumulative fraction plot of
utility change in 3 (a). From Fig. 3 (a) we can observe that
the utility change when cheating is never positive. In other
words, secondary users never benefit from, and usually lose
for, cheating. The average utility loss when cheating is
18.94. Similar observations can be made from Fig. 3 (b).
In this case, the average utility loss when cheating is 14.62.
Overall, the truthfulness of VSA-S is verified.
Cumulative Fraction

We evaluate our spectrum auction frameworks in various
settings. We carry out two sets of experiments for different
objectives.
• The first set of experiments evaluates how the utility of
a secondary user is affected by his possible cheating
actions (in claiming his valuation function set). The
results demonstrate that, when either VSA-S or VSAM is used, secondary users’ cheating actions never
increase their own utilities.
• The second set of experiments evaluate the total valuation of allocated spectra in the system. The results demonstrate that, in a single collision domain
when a cheating secondary user appears, VSA-S can
prevent the total valuation of allocated spectra from
decreasing; In multiple collision domains, VSA-M also
achieves good system efficiency in spectrum utilization.

affects their own utilities. In each experiment, one random
secondary user is picked to be the cheater; its claimed
valuation function set has each βi,d (resp., γi,d ) randomly
⋆
⋆
chosen between 0 and 3βi,d
(resp., 3γi,d
).4 We measure the
utility of the cheating secondary user in each experiment
and also the same secondary user’s utility when he behaves
honestly. The difference is the secondary user’s utility
change brought by cheating. If the change is positive, then
cheating brings higher utilities; otherwise, cheating does not
benefit the secondary user.

1

1

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

0
0
−60 −40 −20
0
20 40
60 −60 −40 −20
0
20
40
60
Utility Change when Cheating
Utility Change when Cheating
(a) Valuation function (9)
(b) Valuation function (10)

Fig. 3. Utility change for VSA-S. It shows that the utility change when
cheating is never positive when VSA-S is used.

Utilities in VSA-M We also perform similar experiments
on the auction framework for multiple collision domains.
Fig. 4 shows the results for VSA-M. We can see that, if
VSA-M is used, a secondary user’s cheating behavior can
never benefit himself (i.e., there is no positive utility change
for cheating). Consequently, the truthfulness of VSA-M is
verified.

Cumulative Fraction

V. E VALUATIONS

1

1

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

0
0
−180 −140 −100 −60 −20 0 20 −180 −140 −100 −60 −20 0 20
Utility Change when Cheating
Utility Change when Cheating
(a) Valuation function (9)
(b) Valuation function (10)

Fig. 4. Utility change for VSA-M. It shows that there is no positive
utility change for cheating when VSA-M is used.

4 We have this random choice of cheater and cheater’s action because it
is hard to predict who will be the cheater and how the cheater will behave
in reality. By repeating this experiment for many times, we hope that at
least some of the randomly picked cheating actions will be consistent with
real cheaters’ actions in reality.
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C. Total Valuation
The second set of experiments are to evaluate our two
auction frameworks in terms of satisfying spectrum demands.
For the single collision domain, we measure the total
valuation of allocated spectra for the case that all secondary
users bid truthfully and compare it with the case that there
is no payment scheme enforced in the system and one
secondary user cheats in his submission of valuation functions. The result distributions shown in Fig. 5 demonstrate
that VSA-S, which guarantees the truthfulness and system
efficiency, can significantly increase (7.62% on average) the
total valuation of allocated spectra with the presence of one
cheating secondary user.

Cumulative Fraction

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
One entity cheating
when no payment enforced
VSA−S

0.2
0
75

Fig. 5.

100

125
150
Total Valuation

175

200

Total valuation of allocated spectra in single collision domains.

Cumulative Fraction

For multiple collision domains, we measure the total
valuations of allocated spectra for VSA-M in two different
bands, the 2.4GHz ISM band and the DTV whitespaces,
respectively. We assume that there are 80MHz available
bandwidth in the 2.4GHz ISM band, and 48 MHz available
bandwidth (644MHz-692MHz) in DTV whitespaces. Fig.
6 shows the distributions of total valuation of allocated
spectra of 100 runs, for our auction framework VSA-M, and
a spectrum allocation algorithm that achieve approximate
maximum total valuations using [25]. In the figure, we
can see that, for both the 2.4GHz ISM band and the
DTV whitespace, the total valuation of allocated spectra
in the system remains at a high level, compared with the
approximate algorithm. Since the there are more bandwidth
available in 2.4GHz ISM band, system-wide total valuation
is higher than that of DTV whitespace.
1
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(a) 2.4G ISM band; 80MHz available.

200
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Total Valuation
(b) DTV Whitespace;48MHz available

Fig. 6. Total valuation of allocated spectra in multiple collision domains.

VI. R ELATED W ORK
Dynamic spectrum allocation with variable bandwidth
has been studied extensively(e.g., [15], [31], [5], [11], [21],

[3]). In the KNOWS project [31], [30], [23], the concept
of time-spectrum block is introduced and close-to-optimal
central and distributed spectrum allocation algorithms [31]
are proposed. In [21], Moscibroda et al. design algorithms
to assign dynamic channel width that matches the traffic
load. Their results show that load-aware dynamic spectrum
allocation can significantly improve the spectrum utilization. Another important recent contribution [6] in DSA
is on DTV whitespaces. In [6], in addition to providing
some basic design rules and an architecture, Deb et al.
also present a demand-based dynamic spectrum allocation
algorithm that achieves high performance. These works on
dynamical spectrum allocation consider the scenario that
secondary users are not coordinated. The secondary users
need to perform accurate and complicated spectrum sensing
to avoid interfering with the primary user. In contrast, our
work studies dynamic spectrum auctions, in which primary
users can better control the usage of the available spectrum.
Hence compared with these works above, we focus on a
different system setting.
There is a considerable number of existing works on
dynamic spectrum auctions (e.g., [13], [33], [32], [16], [14],
[34], [10], [9]). Researchers produce nice and elegant spectrum auction frameworks with the goals of truthfulness, system efficiency, maximum revenue or fairness. For example,
in [32], Zhou et al. propose a truthful and computationally
efficient auction scheme; in [34], Zhou and Zheng make
an important improvement by considering the incentives
of the spectrum seller. Another truthful spectrum auction
scheme is presented in [14] for generating more revenue
from the auctions. As we have have mentioned, all these
works on dynamic spectrum auctions only sell spectrum in
units of channels. Our work provides more flexibility in
selling unused spectrum with variable size of units.
There are also a number of works on non-cooperative
channel assignment problem in wireless networks [12],
[26], [7], [29], [8], [28]. For multiple radio devices, Felegyhazi et al. [7] introduce a strategic game model and obtain
elegant theoretical results. After this work, Wu et al. [29]
propose a solution based on strictly dominant strategies,
and Gao et. al. [8] obtain interesting results in multi-hop
networks. All these works are on assignment of fixed-width
channels, rather than on allocation of spectra with variable
bandwidths.
In a recent work [28], Wu et al. consider the noncooperative channel allocation problem, when the channel
width is adaptive. They model the adaptive width channel allocation problem as a strategic game and design a
payment scheme to guarantee the system converges to a
dominant strategy equilibrium and achieve system optimality. Although this work makes good contributions to noncooperative adaptive-width channel allocation in general,
our focus is in a different setting of secondary spectrum
market and we allow more fine-grained spectrum allocation
with the consideration of primary and secondary users’
incentives.
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VII. C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE W ORK

Dynamic spectrum auctions are considered promising
in utilizing the unused spectrum more efficiently in the
secondary spectrum market. In this paper, we consider a
more flexible form of dynamic spectrum auction, i.e., the
spectrum can be sold in variable bandwidths. To solve this
problem, we propose two spectrum auction frameworks
with proved truthfulness and system efficiency properties,
for single collision domain and multiple collision domains,
respectively.
There are many possible ways to further improve our
auction frameworks. For example, our auction framework
for multiple collision domains can be further extended to
achieve better approximation of system efficiency. Moreover, other design goals such as maximum revenue are also
desirable for variable bandwidth spectrum auction. We leave
these topics to future work.
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